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QUESTION 1

The data governance team is reviewing code used for deleting records for compliance with GDPR. They note the
following logic is used to delete records from the Delta Lake table namedusers. 

Assuming thatuser_idis a unique identifying key and thatdelete_requestscontains all users that have requested deletion,
which statement describes whether successfully executing the above logic guarantees that the records to be deleted are
no longer accessible and why? 

A. Yes; Delta Lake ACID guarantees provide assurance that the delete command succeeded fully and permanently
purged these records. 

B. No; the Delta cache may return records from previous versions of the table until the cluster is restarted. 

C. Yes; the Delta cache immediately updates to reflect the latest data files recorded to disk. 

D. No; the Delta Lake delete command only provides ACID guarantees when combined with the mergeinto command. 

E. No; files containing deleted records may still be accessible with time travel until a vacuum command is used to
remove invalidated data files. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: The code uses the DELETE FROM command to delete records from the users table that match a condition
based on a join with another table called delete_requests, which contains all users that have requested deletion. The
DELETE FROM command deletes records from a Delta Lake table by creating a new version of the table that does not
contain the deleted records. However, this does not guarantee that the records to be deleted are no longer accessible,
because Delta Lake supports time travel, which allows querying previous versions of the table using a timestamp or
version number. Therefore, files containing deleted records may still be accessible with time travel until a vacuum
command is used to remove invalidated data files from physical storage. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data
Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Delete from a table" section;
Databricks Documentation, under "Remove files no longer referenced by a Delta table" section. 

 

QUESTION 2

A small company based in the United States has recently contracted a consulting firm in India to implement several new
data engineering pipelines to power artificial intelligence applications. All the company\\'s data is stored in regional cloud
storage in the United States. 

The workspace administrator at the company is uncertain about where the Databricks workspace used by the
contractors should be deployed. Assuming that all data governance considerations are accounted for, which statement
accurately informs this decision? 

A. Databricks runs HDFS on cloud volume storage; as such, cloud virtual machines must be deployed in the region
where the data is stored. 
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B. Databricks workspaces do not rely on any regional infrastructure; as such, the decision should be made based upon
what is most convenient for the workspace administrator. 

C. Cross-region reads and writes can incur significant costs and latency; whenever possible, compute should be
deployed in the same region the data is stored. 

D. Databricks leverages user workstations as the driver during interactive development; as such, users should always
use a workspace deployed in a region they are physically near. 

E. Databricks notebooks send all executable code from the user\\'s browser to virtual machines over the open internet;
whenever possible, choosing a workspace region near the end users is the most secure. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: This is the correct answer because it accurately informs this decision. The decision is about where the
Databricks workspace used by the contractors should be deployed. The contractors are based in India, while all the
company\\'s data is stored in regional cloud storage in the United States. When choosing a region for deploying a
Databricks workspace, one of the important factors to consider is the proximity to the data sources and sinks. Cross-
region reads and writes can incur significant costs and latency due to network bandwidth and data transfer fees.
Therefore, whenever possible, compute should be deployed in the same region the data is stored to optimize
performance and reduce costs. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under
"Databricks Workspace" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Choose a region" section. 

 

QUESTION 3

A table nameduser_ltvis being used to create a view that will be used by data analysts on various teams. Users in the
workspace are configured into groups, which are used for setting up data access using ACLs. 

Theuser_ltvtable has the following schema: 

email STRING, age INT, ltv INT 

The following view definition is executed: 

An analyst who is not a member of the marketing group executes the following query: 

SELECT * FROM email_ltv 

Which statement describes the results returned by this query? 
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A. Three columns will be returned, but one column will be named "redacted" and contain only null values. 

B. Only the email and itv columns will be returned; the email column will contain all null values. 

C. The email and ltv columns will be returned with the values in user itv. 

D. The email, age. and ltv columns will be returned with the values in user ltv. 

E. Only the email and ltv columns will be returned; the email column will contain the string "REDACTED" in each row. 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: The code creates a view called email_ltv that selects the email and ltv columns from a table called user_ltv,
which has the following schema: email STRING, age INT, ltv INT. The code alsouses the CASE WHEN expression to
replace the email values with the string "REDACTED" if the user is not a member of the marketing group. The user who
executes the query is not a member of the marketing group, so they will only see the email and ltv columns, and the
email column will contain the string "REDACTED" in each row. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer
Professional], under "Lakehouse" section; Databricks Documentation, under "CASE expression" section. 

 

QUESTION 4

A Delta Lake table was created with the below query: 

Realizing that the original query had a typographical error, the below code was executed: 

ALTER TABLE prod.sales_by_stor RENAME TO prod.sales_by_store 

Which result will occur after running the second command? 

A. The table reference in the metastore is updated and no data is changed. 

B. The table name change is recorded in the Delta transaction log. 

C. All related files and metadata are dropped and recreated in a single ACID transaction. 

D. The table reference in the metastore is updated and all data files are moved. 

E. A new Delta transaction log Is created for the renamed table. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The query uses the CREATE TABLE USING DELTA syntax to create a Delta Lake table from an existing
Parquet file stored in DBFS. The query also uses the LOCATION keyword to specify the path to the Parquet file as /mnt/
finance_eda_bucket/tx_sales.parquet. By using the LOCATION keyword, the query creates an external table, which is a
table that is stored outside of the default warehouse directory and whose metadata is not managed by Databricks. An
external table can be created from an existing directory in a cloud storage system, such as DBFS or S3, that contains
data files in a supported format, such as Parquet or CSV. The result that will occur after running the second command is
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that the table reference in the metastore is updated and no data is changed. The metastore is a service that stores
metadata about tables, such as their schema, location, properties, and partitions. The metastore allows users to access
tables using SQL commands or Spark APIs without knowing their physical location or format. When renaming an
external table using the ALTER TABLE RENAME TO command, only the table reference in the metastore is updated
with the new name; no data files or directories are moved or changed in the storage system. The table will still point to
the same location and use the same format as before. However, if renaming a managed table, which is a table whose
metadata and data are both managed by Databricks, both the table reference in the metastore and the data files in the
default warehouse directory are moved and renamed accordingly. Verified References: [Databricks Certified Data
Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation, under "ALTERTABLE RENAME TO"
section; Databricks Documentation, under "Metastore" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Managed and
external tables" section. 

 

QUESTION 5

A Databricks job has been configured with 3 tasks, each of which is a Databricks notebook. Task A does not depend on
other tasks. Tasks B and C run in parallel, with each having a serial dependency on task A. 

If tasks A and B complete successfully but task C fails during a scheduled run, which statement describes the resulting
state? 

A. All logic expressed in the notebook associated with tasks A and B will have been successfully completed; some
operations in task C may have completed successfully. 

B. All logic expressed in the notebook associated with tasks A and B will have been successfully completed; any
changes made in task C will be rolled back due to task failure. 

C. All logic expressed in the notebook associated with task A will have been successfully completed; tasks B and C will
not commit any changes because of stage failure. 

D. Because all tasks are managed as a dependency graph, no changes will be committed to the Lakehouse until ail
tasks have successfully been completed. 

E. Unless all tasks complete successfully, no changes will be committed to the Lakehouse; because task C failed, all
commits will be rolled back automatically. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The query uses the CREATE TABLE USING DELTA syntax to create a Delta Lake table from an existing
Parquet file stored in DBFS. The query also uses the LOCATION keyword to specify the path to the Parquet file as /mnt/
finance_eda_bucket/tx_sales.parquet. By using the LOCATION keyword, the query creates an external table, which is a
table that is stored outside of the default warehouse directory and whose metadata is not managed by Databricks. An
external table can be created from an existing directory in a cloud storage system, such as DBFS or S3, that contains
data files in a supported format, such as Parquet or CSV. The resulting state after running the second command is that
an external table will be created in the storage container mounted to /mnt/finance_eda_bucket with the new name
prod.sales_by_store. The command will not change any data or move any files in the storage container; it will only
update the table reference in the metastore and create a new Delta transaction log for the renamed table. Verified
References: [Databricks Certified Data Engineer Professional], under "Delta Lake" section; Databricks Documentation,
under "ALTER TABLE RENAME TO" section; Databricks Documentation, under "Create an external table" section. 
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